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Current situation
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The glue for
terrestrial observations
is missing

The 2030 Agenda - Article 76 states, “We 
will promote transparent and accountable 
scaling-up of appropriate public-private 
cooperation to exploit the contribution to 
be made by a wide range of data, 
including Earth observation and geo-
spatial information, while ensuring 
national ownership in supporting and 
tracking progress.” 



Meeting

Starting Point:

• Coordination for terrestrial observations is missing -
across systems, MEAs, disciplines, institutions…

• Many thematic areas already have a variety of related 
observing networks, yet coordination is limited

• Coordination across themes is typically even more 
limited

• Fortunately, some coordination does already exist

Meeting Aim:

Start to develop overall strategy to address the 
gap in coordination of terrestrial observations

• Antonio Bombelli (CMCC)

• Stephen Briggs (ESA / GCOS / CEOS)

• Christina Corbane (JRC)

• Martin Herold (GOFC-GOLD)

• Brice Mora (GOFC-GOLD)

• Pascal Peduzzi (UNEP)

• Stephen Plummer (ESA)

• Thomas Reuter (ISCC) 

• Barbara Ryan (GEO Secretariat)

• Frank-Martin Seiffert (ESA)

• Co-chairs: Gary Geller (GEO Secretariat), 

Lucilla Spini (ICSU)

• Rapporteur: Andre Obregon (GEO 

Secretariat)

• Unable to attend: Andreas Brink (JRC), Simon 

Eggleston (GCOS), Albert Fischer (UNESCO-

IOC), John Latham (FAO), Patrick Leinenkugel

(DLR), Carolin Richter (GCOS



Coordination benefits

1. Efficiency/ reduced costs of data acquisition

• Shared sites (e.g., integrated site system)

• Shared site database

• Reuse of data for additional uses

2. Improved Observations

• Coordinated observing methods and protocols (e.g., standards, best 
practices)

• Identify and fill gaps and/or reduce overlaps

3. Improved Delivery

• Harmonized parameter formats and units (e.g., standards)

• Harmonized systems with increased interoperability

• Improved discovery and access of related cross-theme and cross-system 
observations



Coordination approaches
1) General

• Agree on an overall framework within which terrestrial observation systems 
collectively operate (e.g., analogous to the Framework for Ocean 
Observations)

2) Specific

• Create thematic working groups for within-theme discussion 

• Focused workshops, online forums, discussions

• Clear identification of benefits to participants

• Create cross-theme discussion mechanisms

3) Next

• Workshop with wider participation to define and launch process



GCOS 

Surface Reference 

Network

GCOS Secretariat, WMO
Carolin Richter, Simon Eggleston, Valentin Aich, Tim Oakley



• High quality measurements of multiple ECVs, 
• improve local and regional near-term forecasting and long-term projections,

• better understanding of extreme events.

• support plans to adapt to heat waves, flooding and drought.

• develop understanding of the instrumentation and sources of uncertainty 
in measurements to:

• improve measurements made at other sites.

• test and develop new techniques and equipment 

• reduce the vulnerability to observational biases in reanalysis 

• calibration and validation of satellite observations.

• also support to other uses such as numerical weather prediction and 
disaster and emergency response systems

Benefits of  a GCOS Surface Reference Network 



What happened so far?
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1

GCOS summary white 

paper

Draft paper by Peter Thorne et al. 

To be submitted in peer-review 

journal

3 Discussion within AOPC 2017 last 

week

4 Establish ToRs for Task 

Team and install it

Both papers available under: http://www.wmo.ch/pages/prog/gcos/AOPC-22.htm



1. The GCOS Implementation Plan 2016:

…, a GCOS Reference Upper-Air Network (GRUAN50F51) has been 

established. […] A similar initiative for high-quality reference networks for 

atmospheric surface ECVs and atmospheric composition ECVs(ozone, 

aerosols) is still lacking. 

2. To be included in the WIGOS vision 2040:

"Super/reference" sites

3. Manual on WIGOS (WMO No.1160), approved by the 17th WMO Congress 
(Cg-17) in 2015: 

“Designing through a tiered approach. Observing network design should 
use a tiered structure, through which information from reference 
observations of high quality can be transferred to other observations and 
used to improve their quality and utility.”

WMO Actions



Possible ECVs 

Atmospheric Composition Terrestrial

• Air temperature

• Wind speed and direction 

• Water vapour

• Pressure 

• Precipitation 

• Surface radiation budget

• Carbon Dioxide

• Methane

• Other long-lived 

greenhouse gases

• Ozone (and precursors)

• Aerosols (and 

precursors)

• River discharge 

• Snow cover 

• Permafrost 

• Albedo 

• Land cover (including 

vegetation type) 

• Fraction of absorbed 

photosynthetically active 

radiation (FAPAR)

• Leaf area index (LAI)

• Above-ground biomass 

• Soil carbon 

• Soil moisture

• Land surface temperature



Proposed approach

Overall approach: Based upon existing sites with suitable infrastructure and 

support:

• Track 1: Several sites where, at a minimum, temperature and precipitation are 

initially measured

• Track 2: One or two supersites designed to measure all the relevant surface ECV 

are established.

Action: Set up a group to work on the way forward for establishing a GSRN. This 

includes writing the terms of reference and selecting the composition and leader of 

a task team to design and produce a road map for a GSRN.

Lead: Peter Thorne, Kenneth Holmlund and Philip Jones

Timeframe: Report to GCOS SC September 2017

TOPC involvement???



Point of contact

From Peter Thorne (co-chair GCOS Working Group on 

the Global Climate Observing System Reference Upper 

Air Network (GRUAN)):

“Welcome constructive critical feedback

Email me (peter.thorne@nuim.ie)

Become a co-author (ask for link to googledrive, use 

suggest changes mode)”



Thank you

gcos.wmo.int


